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Abstract: Irregular Repetition Slotted Aloha (IRSA) is one candidate member of a family
of random access-based protocols to solve massive connectivity problem for Internet of Things
(IoT) networks. The key features of this protocol is to allow users to repeat their packets multiple
times in the same frame and use Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) to decode collided
packets at the receiver. Although, the plain IRSA scheme can asympotically reach the optimal
1 [packet/slot]. But there are still many obstacles to achieve this performance, specially when
considering short frame length. In this report, we study two new variants of IRSA with short
frame length, and we optimize their performance using a Deep Reinforcement Learning approach.
In our first variant, Random Codeword Selection-IRSA (RC-IRSA), we consider an IRSA approach
with random codeword selection, where each codeword represents the transmission strategy of a
user on the slots. We apply a Deep Reinforcement Learning to optimize RC-IRSA: we train a
Deep Neural Network model that choses the slots on which the user sends its packets. Our DRL
approach for RC-IRSA is a new optimization method for IRSA using a DRL approach and it works
as a base for our second proposed IRSA variant DS-IRSA.
Our second variant is a sensing protocol based on IRSA and trained with machine learning to
synchronize the nodes during the transmission and avoid collisions. For that aim, we proposed DS-
IRSA, Deep Learning Sensing-based IRSA protocol which is composed of two phases: a sensing
phase, where the nodes can sense the channel and send short jamming signals, followed by a
classical IRSA transmission phase. We use a DRL algorithm to optimize its performance. Our
proposed protocol has shown an excellent performance to achieve an optimal performance of almost
1 [decoded user/slot] for small frame sizes (≤ 5) slots and with enough sensing duration.

Key-words: Random Access, mMTC, IoT, Coded Slotted Aloha (CSA), Irregular Repetition
Slotted Aloha (IRSA), Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC), Density Evolution (DE), Ma-
chine Learning (ML).



Une approche avec l’apprentissage par renforcement
profond pour le protocole IRSA

Résumé : Irregular Repetition Slotted Aloha (IRSA) est un candidat d’une famille de proto-
coles d’accès aléatoire pour résoudre le problème de la connectivité massive pour les réseaux de
l’internet des objets (IoT). Les principales caractéristiques de ce protocole sont de permettre aux
utilisateurs de répéter leurs paquets plusieurs fois dans la même trame et d’utiliser l’annulation
successive d’interférences (SIC) au niveau du récepteur pour décoder les paquets en collision.
Le protocole IRSA simple peut asympotiquement atteindre le 1 [paquet/slot] optimal. Mais il
existe encore de nombreux obstacles pour atteindre ces performances, en particulier lorsque l’on
considère une longueur courte de trame. Dans ce rapport, nous étudions deux nouvelles variantes
d’IRSA avec une longueur courte de trame, et nous optimisons leurs performances en utilisant
une approche d’apprentissage par renforcement profond (DRL). Dans notre première variante,
Random Codeword Selection-IRSA (RC-IRSA), nous considérons une approche IRSA avec sélec-
tion aléatoire de mots de code, où chaque mot de code représente la stratégie de transmission
d’un utilisateur sur les slots. Nous appliquons un DRL pour optimiser le RC-IRSA : nous util-
isons un modèle avec des réseaux de neurones multi-couches qui choisit les slots sur lesquels
l’utilisateur envoie ses paquets. Notre approche DRL pour RC-IRSA est une nouvelle méthode
d’optimisation pour IRSA utilisant une approche DRL et elle fonctionne comme une base pour
notre proposition de deuxième variante d’IRSA, DS-IRSA.

Cette deuxième variante est un protocole d’écoute basé sur IRSA et entraîné avec un model
d’apprentissage automatique pour synchroniser les nœuds pendant la transmission et éviter les
collisions. Ainsi, nous proposons DS-IRSA, le protocole IRSA basé sur le DRL qui est composé
de deux phases : une phase de détection, où les nœuds peuvent détecter le canal et envoyer
de courts signaux de d’occupation du canal, suivie d’une phase de transmission IRSA classique.
Nous utilisons un algorithme DRL pour optimiser ses performances. Notre protocole proposé a
montré d’excellentes performances et atteint une performance optimale de près de 1 [utilisateur
décodé/slot] pour les petites tailles de trame (≤ 5) slots et avec une durée de détection suffisante.

Mots-clés : Accès Aléatoire, mMTC, IoT, Coded Slotted Aloha (CSA), Slotted Aloha à
Répétition Irrégulière (IRSA), Annulation Successive des Interférences, Évolution de la Densité,
Apprentissage Automatique.
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1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a system of interrelated devices connected to the Internet to
transfer data among each other and with servers. It applies to more than just sensors or devices:
it focuses on entire use cases. Smart buildings, connected cars, and industrial automata are
examples of applications, where things need to “talk to each other”, through complex interactions.

Indeed, driven by the necessity and the prominence of IoT applications in everyday life,
massive Machine Type Communication (mMTC) has emerged as a fundamental part of future
communications. mMTC is a fundamental use case of IoT, where a massive number of devices
transmit short packets in a sporadic way to the base station (BS). The sporadic traffic pattern
and the small size of transmitted packets are the new features of mMTC that make the existing
connection protocols and technologies insufficient to support the massive connectivity. The
inevitable need for new connection technologies for mMTC has triggered over the recent years
a lot of interest, leading to countless new research directions to design efficient new protocols
for mMTC applications. In turn, the need for such mMTC -supported protocols has led to the
development of very sophisticated PHY and MAC layer technologies that can better exploit the
wireless channel.

ALOHA-based solutions have arisen as a promising candidate for mMTC applications. These
solutions provide a competitive performance compared to that of their coordinated counterparts
in terms of throughput and reliability, leading the way for the application of modern RA protocols
to many IoT scenarios of 5G and beyond [1]. The main idea of these protocols is to allow
transmitters to send multiple copies of their packets towards the base station (BS). At the
receiver, Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) is applied to resolve collisions. It is possible
to combine SIC with other advanced physical layer techniques to recover the packets.

Despite that the research behind the applications of modern random access protocols for
mMTC has shown a remarkable gain in terms of supported network load and achieved through-
put, further study is necessary to understand their true potential in IoT networks and beyond
5G. In complex telecommunication systems such as IoT, where millions of devices compete for
network resources, recent Machine Learning (ML) techniques have shown the capability of cre-
ating effective transmission strategies that no human could discover. ML techniques help the
system to learn how to adapt to a fluctuating environment and to automatically tune the protocol
parameters.

In this work, we focus on one protocol of modern random access family, Irregular Repetition
Slotted Aloha (IRSA) [2]. In IRSA, users are allowed to repeat their packets multiple times in
the same frame. The number of packet repetitions is determined by a probability distribution, as
in [2]. The objective is to use advanced machine learning techniques to optimize IRSA. Although,
as indicated, the plain IRSA scheme can asympotically reach the optimal 1 [packet/slot]. But
yet the problem is not solved, and the ultimate challenges are (a) to ensure correct decoding
just below the load G = 1, (b) to ensure correct decoding in the non-asymptotic case, e.g. small
frame sizes, for which the performance can be much lower than 1 [packet/slot] (see [3, Fig 4.]),
(c) to avoid the dramatic performance decrease right around the threshold load.

In the aim to enhance the achieved throughput of IRSA with short frame length, we study
two different variants of IRSA, where we apply a DRL approach to each one of them. This report
is divided in two parts:

In the first part, we present RC-IRSA, an IRSA approach with random codeword selection,
where each codeword represents the transmission strategy of a user on the slots (i.e., defining
precisely on which slots the user will transmit, instead of just deciding how many replicas will
be transmitted). Then, we apply a DRL approach to RC-IRSA by training a neural network to
choose users’ codewords, thus we obtain the RC-IRSA variant denoted Deep-RC-IRSA.

RR n° 9479
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In the second part, we present DS-IRSA, a another new variant of the IRSA protocol that is
based on sensing and that is also optimized with Deep Reinforcement Learning: it is a deriva-
tive of Deep-RC-IRSA with the learning the sensing protocol performed entirely through Deep
Reinformancement Learning. With sensing, our transmission scheme is composed of two phases:
a sensing phase itself, where active nodes send and attempt to sense short jamming signals with
the intent of interacting with other nodes and potentially performing some (weak) form of coor-
dination. Sensing is a generalization of carrier sense [4]. The second phase is as classical IRSA,
but each node will choose an adapted transmission strategy to send its replicas, partly based on
the information of the sensing phase.

In both approaches, Deep-RC-IRSA and DS-IRSA, we use a Deep Reinforcement Learning
approach based on the DRL method Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [5]. Our obtained
results through learning show an excellent performance of DS-IRSA for short frame length,
compared to classical IRSA [6], Deep-IRSA [7] and Deep-RC-IRSA, but our results are still for
short and limited frame lengths. 1

Part I

An IRSA approach with Random
Codeword Selection (RC-IRSA)
2 Introduction
In this part, we present RC-IRSA, an IRSA approach with random codeword selection. The
codeword represents the transmission strategy of a user on the slots. We mathematically formal-
ize an optimization problem for the performance of RC-IRSA for short frame size. We are able
to optimize it heuristically for very short frame sizes by using differential evolution. Then, we
detail the main contribution of the part, which is an application of Deep Reinforcement Learning
to optimize RC-IRSA: it results in the training of a Deep Neural Network model that defines
exactly the slots on which the user will transmit. The main goal is not to improve the perfor-
mance of IRSA, but to illustrate that the fine slot selection can be achieved through DRL (and
to study its limits), and to use it as a framework for the next variant, DS-IRSA. We compare
the performance of our learning approach with the obtained performance of RC-IRSA through
differential evolution and show that our proposed DRL approach indeed achieves very good per-
formance for short frame size and approaches the optimal throughput values that we found by
differential evolution. Our DRL approach works as a base for our proposed IRSA variant in the
second part of this work.

3 Related Work
Many research studies have addressed the problem of designing adaptive Medium Access Control
(MAC) solutions for IoT networks. One research direction to optimize the users’ transmission
strategy is to deterministically select the slots on which the users will transmit. This can be
represented essentially by a vector of 0 and 1 with one value for each slot. When considering
all the users, this implies to design a codebook (a dictionary, or simply a code) of access codes

1This report is derived from part of a thesis on wireless telecommunications, it is a slightly modified version
of the eighth and the ninth chapters of this thesis [8].

Inria
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(also called sequences, protocol sequences or codewords). The goal is to maximize the network
capacity and avoid collisions. But alternately, codebooks can be used to simply identify active
users.

As an introduction to the topic, we start with the classic work [9], which studies two types
of superimposed codes: Zero-False Drop codes (ZFD) and Uniquely Decipherable codes (UD),
and their applications in data communication. The paper shows several properties and construc-
tion methods over a wide range of parameter values. It also shows how a new class of codes,
nonrandom binary superimposed codes, are constructed.

Their channel model is as follows: each node transmits a fixed zero-one sequence, and what
is observed is another binary sequence of the same size, which is the logical OR of all the
simultaneously transmitted sequences (the terminology “sum” is used in [9] as they are referring
to a Boolean algebra, but we will use the term “superposition”).

For a given small positive integer m, a codebook whose codewords satisfy the following condi-
tion will be said to be uniquely decipherable of order m, abbreviated UDm: every superposition
of up to m different codewords is distinct from every other superposition of m or fewer codewords.
A simple example of a list of 7-bits codewords from [9]

s0 =
(
1 1 0 0 0 0 0

)
s1 =

(
1 0 1 0 0 0 0

)
s2 =

(
0 1 0 0 1 0 0

)
s3 =

(
0 0 1 1 0 0 0

)
s4 =

(
0 0 0 1 1 0 0

)
s5 =

(
0 0 0 0 1 0 1

)
s6 =

(
0 0 0 0 0 1 1

)
s7 =

(
0 0 1 0 0 1 0

)
contains no duplicated codewords. In addition to that, when augmented with all

(
8
2

)
= 28

pairwise superposition of codewords, it still contains no duplicates. Thus, this set of eight code-
words constitutes a UD2 code. Observe for instance that the superposition

(
0 1 0 1 1 0 0

)
can uniquely be obtained from s2 ∨ s4.

One usage of such code in communications is the following: such a UDm codebook can be
used, with a distinct codeword for each node. We can imagine a slotted frame (different from the
IRSA frame), where nodes can transmit jamming signals (instead of packets) when there is a 1 in
their sequence. At the base station (or any receiver), an energy detector can be used to identify
in which slots jamming signals have been transmitted. If less than m nodes have been active and
transmitted their code, then the receiver can uniquely retrieve the identity of the nodes.

A related line of work in [10] presents a grant-free random access scheme for short-packet com-
munication on a collision channel without feedback, where user identities are conveyed through
their activity patterns, i.e. their codewords. SIC is not used. Assuming that the population
size is N and at most d devices can be active at any given time, the study shows that group
testing codes can be used to design random access protocol sequences with minimal length. They
consider the frame-synchronous and asynchronous cases, where each user has a corresponding
codeword of length t. The receiver is assumed to know the user’s codewords. Their approach
leads to codes of length t = Θ(d logN) for the asynchronous case. They minimize the complexity
by minimizing the length of the codeword needed to decode d active devices at a time. Because
SIC is not used, the scheme can also be used as a user identification scheme, e.g. if users transmit
one bit, or if they use jamming signals in slots.

The previous codebooks were designed to perform user identification, an area where also
compressive sensing has been proposed [11]. In the context of IRSA, it has also been shown that
one can design novel efficient multi-detection algorithms that also take into account the physical
layer [12], although in this report we will stay focused on an idealized transmission model. But
codebooks have also been used for packet transmission: the concept of using codebooks has

RR n° 9479
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been famously introduced in early work, along with the collision channel without feedback (and
without frames) in [13]. Codebooks can be naturally used to specify on which slot users should
transmit packets as in [13], where in addition, there is no frame boundary, hence each user starts
transmitting at an arbitrary slot. [13, Eq. (15)] gives an example for two users who use the
codebook:

s0 =
(
1 0 1 0

)
s1 =

(
1 1 0 0

)
.

SIC is not used. But as one can see, no matter on which slots the users will start transmitting,
both packets will be recovered.

In the case of IRSA, it has been already proposed to construct a large codebook with one
codeword for each user with graph-defined IRSA (G-IRSA) [14], based on the design of an LDPC
code. This approach is not fully scalable when the proportion of active users decreases [15, Sec.
IV.A]. This area is also linked to Code-Domain NOMA [16].

Recent work goes further and constructs capacity-achieving codebooks [17] that assume SIC.
One of their example is for three users [17, SectionV.C]:

s0 =
(
1 1 1 1 1 1

)
s1 =

(
1 1 0 1 1 0

)
s2 =

(
1 0 1 0 1 0

)
Here, with SIC, all three users will get recovered, no matter in which slot they start. Additionally,
instead of simply repeating the initial packet at the positions of the 1, some coding can be applied,
such as MEBC-coding [13], and the same codebook can be used to transmit encoded packets,
giving a global data rate of 1 packet per slot.

Back to the framed version of random access methods: one can define an M -Interference
Cancelling code (or codebook), denoted M -IC code, of length n as a set of codewords such that:
each active user has at least one successful transmission during every n consecutive time slots
provided that the number of simultaneously active users is less than or equal to M after iterative
decoding with SIC.

In this spirit, the authors of [15] have introduced the design of deterministic random access
codes for the ultra-reliability region, targeting a packet loss rate less than 10−5. They considered
simple deterministic variations of CRDSA (D-CRDSA), where the number of repetitions is fixed
(differing from IRSA, where the degree is drawn from a distribution), and compared them to the
original random versions.

The study shows that larger codewords with more repetitions might maximize the user pop-
ulation and minimize the packet loss rate in their numerical experiments and at low load. Notice
that they use M -IC codes with more than M users, but show that they are still performing better
than selecting random slots (up to a certain point). The work studies codes based on Steiner
systems and discuss why prior codes based on LDPC designs [14] have drawbacks for URLLC
scenarios. Designing M -IC codes that support a large user population is a hard problem. The
paper also points out the limitations of any approach that is based on superimposed codes, for
instance, the codes which satisfied the 3-IC condition could only support relatively small user
populations as shown by the provided lower bounds on the supportable user population for 3-IC
codes.

Finding M -IC codes, as constructing any kind of code in general, is not easy. Currently,
there are some examples of constructions, but there exists no mathematical constructions nor
automated ways to construct all such codes. To avoid the complexity of finding IC codes with
the current tools or search algorithms, some research work used machine learning techniques.
In [18], The authors apply a deep reinforcement learning (DRL) based algorithm to search for
IC codes, using specific metrics and reward functions according to the underlying mathematical
constraints. They model the construction process of an M-IC code with N codewords each of

Inria
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length n as an episodic symbol-filling game based on Markov Decision Processes (MDP). Each
episode represents the construction of a codebook, C and it begins with the state where the
codebook is empty, i.e. is constituted of empty codewords. Each step of the episode selects an
action sequentially, to add ℓ bits to one codeword which is still shorter than the frame length.
Each episode ends when the codebook is full, i.e. every codeword covers the frame length. At
the end of each episode, C is evaluated by one metric m(C) that counts the number of subsets of
m ≤ M codes that cannot be fully decoded, and a reward r(C) for this episode is linearly derived
from m(C). In particular, C is an M -IC code if and only if m(C) = 0. This MDP formulation
is then used to search for codebook in a tree manner, with a Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS),
and a Deep Neural Network model is classically used to guide the search. The search results
have indicated that the algorithm can efficiently discover IC codes, while the simulation results
have shown that the discovered IC codes can produce significantly lower failure probability than
random slot selection under the same latency requirements (again, even for several active users
greater than M), and thus are more suitable for URLLC. The introduced codes in [18] are not
necessarily optimal. A future research direction is to design a general construction for close-to-
optimal IC-codes.

They also give an example of 4-IC code in [18, Section III.C]:

s0 =
(
0 0 0 0 1 0 0

)
, s1 =

(
0 0 0 0 0 1 0

)
, s2 =

(
1 0 1 0 0 0 0

)
,

s3 =
(
0 0 0 1 0 1 0

)
, s4 =

(
1 1 0 1 1 0 0

)
, s5 =

(
0 0 1 1 0 0 0

)
,

s6 =
(
0 0 0 0 1 0 1

)
, s7 =

(
1 0 1 0 0 1 1

)
, s8 =

(
0 1 0 0 1 0 1

)
,

s9 =
(
0 1 1 0 0 0 0

)
, s10 =

(
1 0 0 0 0 0 0

)
.

Many other works have proposed codes for random access. One example is Learn2MAC [19]
where the users have their own individual codebooks, and optimize the transmissions (maximize
their individual utility) with online learning. More precisely, codewords are randomized for
each user, but also a probability of selection is associated with each codeword: the codeword
probability distribution is updated by the online learning algorithm. We also became recently
aware of quite recent and interesting work combining random access and machine learning [20].

In the next section, we shed the light on related studies that consider IRSA with short frame
length, and we introduce our prior work on applying a deep learning approach on short frame
length IRSA.

3.1 Prior Work on Short-Frame Length IRSA

3.1.1 Short-Frame Length IRSA

In the literature, there is a lack of precise results for optimizing IRSA for smaller frame sizes.
The main challenge to optimize IRSA with short frame size, which is the realistic scenario, is
that there is not a simple mathematical approach to track the decoding process and compute
the expected number of decoded users as with density evolution for asymptotically large frame
lengths.

One of the most accurate performance estimates for IRSA with short frame length is possibly
in [3], where a short-frame (SF) approximation for the packet loss rate of IRSA is particularly
suitable for very short frames, up to 50 slots, has been introduced. The idea of this work is
to write the packet loss rate as a function of all possible stopping sets in order to compute
the exact value of the packet loss rate. It is then possible to write and solve numerically an
optimization problem, as with density evolution. Even for small frames, the number of stopping
sets would rapidly become intractable, yielding unmanageable complexity. To limit it, the number
of considered stopping set in [3], has been limited to only the stopping sets that have em edges,

RR n° 9479
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where the parameter em has been introduced as an upper bound on the number of edges in the
set.

One illustrative result is that short-frame length IRSA can be far from reaching a throughput
near 1 [packet/slot] with near 0% PLR. The results in [3, Fig. 3 & Fig. 4] show unfavorable
throughput/packet loss trade-off, despite that the simulations were done for a fixed number of
users M = 5 in [3, Fig. 3] (PLR is 5% for G = 0.5) and for a constant load G = 0.4 in their [3, Fig.
4] (PLR is 4 %).

3.1.2 Our Prior Work: Deep-IRSA

One of the motivations for the work presented in this section is to improve IRSA performance, in
particular when the size of the frames is finite, hence the assumption of “asymptotically infinite
frame length” is far from being verified. To address this, our prior work in [7] has proposed Deep-
IRSA, which uses a deep learning framework to optimize the performance of IRSA. We focused on
the short frame length scenarios for different network parameters, with also the ability to enable
two options: one which allows re-transmissions and another which has user priority classes, where
one class has a higher priority than the other class. We applied Deep Reinforcement Learning
techniques to solve this problem.

We first present how we applied DRL to IRSA with Deep-IRSA, as a predecessor to the more
advanced variants, which will be presented in the next part. A Markov Decision Process (MDP)
model is adopted: the action of one user is the selection of a degree (after that, slots are still
randomly selected), the reward is a global reward that simply counts the number of decoded
users. In Deep-IRSA, additionally, there is some observed state. The main idea is that users can
receive feedback from the BS to inform them about the number of collisions in the past frame
and if their own transmissions succeeded. Then, each user adds an internal state to the received
feedback: its class of service and whether it is a re-transmitter or not when any of these options
is enabled. The feedback, together with the internal state, both constitute the observed state of
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Figure 1: Throughput for (Relatively) Short Frame-Length, for Deep-IRSA, and for Differential
Evolution with Simulations
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one user. It is expected to influence the choice of user actions. Deep Reinforcement Learning
with the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [5] is used for training: a Deep Neural Network
(DNN) model takes the state as input and outputs an action corresponding to a degree. PPO is
a policy-based method, and the DNN model outputs a stochastic policy, e.g. the probability to
select each degree. Without options, the DNN essentially outputs a degree distribution that is
adjusted depending on the load (and its behavior becomes more complex when there are options).
Note that the application of PPO to IRSA will be extensively explained in the next part of this
report.

We are interested in the obtained maximum performance in case of small frame size and a
few numbers of users, M = 50. We varied the load and used Deep-IRSA as an optimization
method. For reference, we independently and numerically optimized distributions by the use
of simulations. This becomes an obvious stochastic optimization problem: using the Sample
Average Approximation (SAA) [21], we could just define an approximated objective function
as the average of 100 simulations, that we can optimize with any method, and we opted for
differential evolution. The results of the throughput obtained with both methods are reproduced
in Fig. 1. The throughput we obtained for DRL shows a comparable performance against the
differential evolution results. The Fig. 1 shows that IRSA with a short frame length is suffering
from low throughput, e.g. a maximum of 0.65, whether it is optimized by differential evolution
or DRL approach.

One way to enhance this work is to incorporate slot (or a group of slots) selection, which
enables the DNN model to intelligently select slots instead of using random degree-then-slot
selection. In effect, this would be equivalent to generating codewords.

4 RC-IRSA: IRSA with Random Codeword Selection

In this variant study, we are interested in the use of codebooks for the transmission phase of
IRSA, as done for instance in G-IRSA [14] or [15]. However, unlike them, we do not intend to
allocate deterministically a codeword to each user. We assume that the users are completely
undifferentiated. In that case, it might be natural to have a codebook shared by all users (or by
a subset of users), and to randomly select a codeword according to some distribution (as done in
Learn2MAC [19] for instance). We denote this version of IRSA as Random Codeword selection
IRSA (RC-IRSA). Notice that this version is not expected to be more efficient than individual
codeword assignment, but it will serve as a basis for the improved method in the next part.

In this section, we provide a general definition of RC-IRSA and the related optimization
problem formalization to find optimal IRSA codebooks and codeword probability distributions.
An IRSA codebook is a set of codewords, where each codeword represents the positions of the slots
where the user sends their replicas. Let S denote a binary {0, 1} scheduling code for deterministic
access, which consists of ω codewords of length w, i.e., S ∆

= {s0, s1, ..., sω−1}. To transmit a
packet, the user will use a codeword si

∆
= (si[0], si[1], ..., si[w − 1]), for i = 0, 1, 2, ..., ω − 1.

If a user uses the codeword si to transmit its packet in the frame, it transmits at the slot t

if and only if si[t] = 1, and thus it repeats the same packet ϕi
∆
=
∑N−1

j=0 si[j] times in the frame,
where N is the number of slots. Each codeword s ∈ S is associated with a probability of selection
πs. The codeword probability distribution (πs)s∈S replaces the degree probability distribution
(Λi)i=0...L of IRSA.

In line with the classical IRSA system, the aim is to find the best codebook probability
distribution that maximizes the system throughput at a given network load G.

Given a codebook S = {s0, s1, ..., sω−1}, with si = (si[0], si[1], . . . , si[w − 1]) for all i ∈
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{0, 1, . . . , ω − 1} and such that for all t ∈ [0, w − 1], si[t] ∈ {0, 1}. The optimization problem is:

maximize
(πsi

)
T (S, πs0 , . . . , πsω−1

) (P7)

subject to 0 ≤ πsi ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., ω − 1}
ω−1∑
i=0

πsi = 1

where T is the throughput. Note that, in this work, we express the throughput as “the
average number of decoded users”. ω is the total number of codewords. Note that the throughput
computation should be adjusted to take into account codewords probabilities.

We extend the optimal formulation of the optimization problem in (P7), to a system that has
a different but finite number of classes K = (C0, ..., Cn−1), and a fixed global load G. For each
class c ∈ K, there is a unique codebook. We can rewrite the optimization problem:

maximize
(πsc,i

)
Tc(Sc, πsc,0 , . . . , πsc,ω−1

) (P8)

subject to 0 ≤ πsc,i ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., ω − 1}
ω−1∑
i=0

πsc,i = 1

where sc,i is the codeword i of the codebook Sc and c is the class index and c ∈ K.

4.1 A Mathematical Analysis of RC-IRSA with 2 users and 2 slots

In this section, we introduce a scenario of RC-IRSA protocol in the simplest case: 2 users are
competing for 2 slots. We present a mathematical analysis of this simple classical IRSA scenario.
We suppose an IRSA scenario of 2 slots and 2 competing users A and B. Both users use the IRSA
protocol with a maximum repetition degree of 2 and with a minimum repetition degree of 0. The
set of possible codewords2 is S = {00, 01, 10, 11}, with the codeword probability distribution
(π00, π01, π10, π11). The 1 in a codeword means that the user sends a packet on the slot, and the
0 means that the user does not send a packet on the slot. As a consequence, the number of all
possible combinations of the codeword choices of both users is 24 = 16. The six combinations
that allow decoding both users are shown in Fig. 2. The probability that both users are decoded
after sending on two slots is given as:

Ps = 2π01π10 + 2π01π11 + 2π10π11 (1)

In the case of 2 users, the number of decoded users is simply 2Ps, hence we can equally
maximize Ps. By using the method of Lagrange multipliers, we can find the probability to use

2For the ease of presentation, here, we index the codewords with their binary representation (e.g. “01” for
(0, 1)) instead of indexing them with integers.
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Figure 2: The transmission patterns that lead to the decoding of two users A and B sending on
2 slots

each codeword such that we maximize the success probability:

L = 2π01π10 + 2π01π11 + 2π10π11 − λ (π00 + π01 + π10 + π11 − 1)

∂L
∂π00

= −λ = 0

∂L
∂π01

= 2π10 + 2π11 − λ = 0

∂L
∂π10

= 2π01 + 2π11 − λ = 0

∂L
∂π11

= 2π01 + 2π10 − λ = 0

∂L
∂λ

= π00 + π01 + π10 + π11 − 1 = 0

(2)

Solving the set of equations in Eq.(2), and also checking the boundary conditions, gives the
optimal probability to use each codeword as: {π01 = π10 = π11 = p, π00 = 1− 3p}. Choosing
p = 1

3 will maximize the success probability:

Ps = 2 · 3 ·
(
1

3

)2

=
2

3
≈ 0.667 . . . (3)

and the throughput is given by:

T = 2 · Ps = 2 · 2
3
≈ 1.334 decoded users/frame

4.2 A Mathematical Analysis of RC-IRSA With M Users and N Slots

Let us consider a system of M users, competing to send their packets on N slots using IRSA
protocol. Each possible transmission of each of the M users on the N slots is represented by
a vector of ones and zeros, considered as a possible codeword of length N . The ones refer to
the transmission positions on the slots, and the zeros represent the slots where the user has
not transmitted. Thus, the possible codewords that could be sent by a user, form a codebook
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Figure 3: The probability to send each possible codeword in a system of 3 slots, 3 users

S = {s0, s1, ..., sω−1}, which has: ω = 2N codewords. The total number of possible codeword
combinations that could be sent by the M users on the N slots is calculated as: Ncom = ωM .

We define D as an M-dimensional array. Each element di1,i2,..,iM ∈ D represents the number
of decoded users after using the codewords si1 , si2 , ..., siM . In other words, each element of D is
the number of decoded users after using one combination of the selected codewords by the M
users in the system. Each codeword si ∈ S has a length N . The probability of decoding all users
in the frame (the probability of success) is calculated as follows:

Ps =
ω−1∑
i1=0

ω−1∑
i2=0

ω−1∑
i3=0

...
ω−1∑
iM=0

πi1 × πi2 × πi3 × ...× πiM × di1,i2,i3,..,iM (4)

where πi is the probability to send the codeword si ∈ S.
Note that the number of possible codewords ω grows exponentially with the number of users

M . Therefore, it becomes very difficult to mathematically evaluate the probability of success
(described in Eq. 4) as the number of slots N ≥ 3. Alternatively, the probability to use each
codeword can be computed numerically using differential evolution.

A small illustrative example could be for M = 3 users sending on N = 3 slots. The number
of possible codewords for one user is: ω = 23 = 8 codewords. The total number of possible
combinations is Ncom = 83 = 512. Computing manually 512 values of the D array, and optimizing
manually Eq. (4) is a complicated task. Thus, we use differential evolution to compute the
probability to use each codeword such that the throughput is optimized.

Fig. 3 shows the probability to use each possible codeword after solving the optimization
problem P7, We note from the figure that the probabilities to send one replica in one of the three
slots are identical: π100 = π010 = π001 = 0.1847. The probabilities to send two replicas on two
of the three slots are also identical: π110 = π101 = π011 = 0.132. Thus, an optimized codebook
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users
slots 2 3 4 5 6

2 1.333332 1.714285 1.866634 1.935483 1.968247
3 0.969525 1.673334 2.288013 2.615522 2.791376
4 0.899124 1.440759 2.082369 2.789802 3.278239
5 0.864823 1.367171 1.922436 2.546374 −

Table 1: The obtained throughput of RC-IRSA via differential evolution for different number of
users and slots

of eight codewords has been generated, with the probability to use each codeword. Note that
we can extract the coefficients of the optimal degree probability distribution from the generated
codebook as: Λ0 = π000,Λ1 = π100 + π010 + π001, Λ2 = π110 + π101 + π011,Λ3 = π111, but the
inverse is not possible in general. In other words, we cannot extract an optimal codebook from an
optimal degree distribution. Note that the codeword degree distribution happens to be the same
as a degree distribution for this example, but this is not expected to be true in other variants of
RC-IRSA. The number of decoded users for this example is ≈ 1.673 decoded users/frame. Table.
1 shows the obtained throughput by using differential evolution for different scenarios.

In this context, two questions arise: first, can we apply a DRL approach to find an optimal
codebook that maximizes the throughput? The second question is whether extra knowledge
about the users can help to synchronize the nodes, such that adding a sensing phase before the
IRSA transmission may lead to optimizing the obtained codebook and maximizing the through-
put. In the next section, we answer the first question, while we explore the other question in the
next part.

4.3 Deep RC-IRSA: A Deep Learning analysis of IRSA with 2 users
and 2 slots

In prior work, [7], we optimized IRSA using Deep Reinforcement Learning to obtain Deep-IRSA,
where we learned the degree distribution. In this section, we use a deep learning approach to find
the optimal codebook that maximizes the throughput in case of IRSA scenario of 2 users and 2
slots. We consider the same methodology to learn optimal codewords’ probability distributions
for IRSA instead of degree distributions. The application of DRL is done according to the
following principles:

• IRSA is recast in the DRL framework, it becomes a multiagent system, where each node
is an agent.

• The action of each agent, is essentially the codeword selection si ∈ S.

• At each episode, we generate a state, where we add a source of randomness which acts as
a source of entropy to help the model to generate different codewords for the same actual
state. Indeed, keeping the same state for both users in all the episodes will lead to choosing
statically the same actions, as the agents always observe the same value, and the neural
network model is deterministic. On the contrary, changing the state helps to make the
actions change dynamically to attain the optimal values.
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Figure 4: The probability to use each codeword in case of 2 users-2 slots system
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Figure 5: The convergence of IRSA throughput in case of 2 users-2 slots system
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users
slots 2 3 4 5 6

2 1.333117 1.701885 1.853383 1.927235 1.959373
3 0.967106 1.658842 2.271073 2.581683 2.754746
4 0.897425 1.436308 2.065276 2.724494 3.208501
5 0.857731 1.361922 1.908074 2.536552 3.160870

Table 2: The obtained throughput of RC-IRSA via the deep learning approach for different
number of users and slots

4.4 Deep RC-IRSA with M Users and N Slots

Fig. 4 shows the probability to use each codeword. Note that we are computing empirical prob-
abilities observed from episodes after the convergence of our DRL approach (the last episodes).
The DRL model does not give actions probabilities as an output, but it gives the selected slots.
Each empirical probability to use an action (a codeword) has been obtained by counting how
many times the same action was used after the model has converged (e.g. in the last episodes).

The resulting observed probabilities from the DL approach are:

{π01 = 0.34, π10 = 0.3, π11 = 0.36, π00 = 0} ,

while we obtained
{
π01 = π10 = π11 = 1

3 , π01 = 0
}

in the theoretical approach.
Fig. 5 shows the convergence of the DRL approach towards the optimal throughput T ≈ 1.334.

Note that we used a smoothing filter that takes the arithmetic average of each value with its
neighbor.3 The size of the smoothing is 20, 000, which means that the average is taken on each
successive 20, 000 values. The figure shows that our DRL approach converges after approximately
30, 000 learning episodes towards the optimal value that we found in the Section. 4.1.

Fig. 4.1 compares three different simulations for the same scenario, but with different seeds.
The figure shows that the DRL with different seeds attains the optimal throughput.

In this section, we show more results of using Deep RC-IRSA to optimize the throughput in
the case of the IRSA scenario of ≥ 2 users and ≥ 2 slots. Table. 2 shows the IRSA throughput
when the DRL approach is used to optimize the performance. Comparing these values with the
throughput values in Table. 1 that were obtained through differential evolution, confirms that
our DRL approach works perfectly as it achieves the same optimal values obtained by differential
evolution.

Fig. 6 shows the training of our DRL model for a different number of users and slots. We
did 3 different trainings with three different seeds. In each case, we note that our DRL approach
converges fast towards a value of the throughput of around 50%. In other words, the number
of decoded users that we obtain with our DRL approach is always around half of the competing
users. For instance, the obtained throughput in Fig. 6a, for a scenario of 10 users and 10
slots, is around 5. Note that, the optimal values of throughput obtained through differential
evolution, for the scenarios where the number of users is equal to the number of slots, were
always approximately 0.5 (see Table. 1). It becomes very complicated to mathematically compute
the optimal throughput when the number of slots is ≥ 2. In addition, solving the described
optimization problem in (P7) through differential evolution for more than ≥ 10 users becomes
an extremely complicated task as the number of codewords combinations grows exponentially
with the number of users.

3For more information about the smoothing function, see: https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/
generated/scipy.ndimage.uniform_filter1d.html
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(b) 15 users and 15 slots
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(c) 25 users and 25 slots

Figure 6: The convergence of IRSA throughput for different number of users and slots
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Our DRL approach has proven to achieve a throughput around 50% for a scenario of ≤
25 users competing for ≤ 25 slots. For Deep RC-IRSA with more than 25 users, our DRL
approach does not seem to work correctly for two reasons: First, adding more slots will increase,
exponentially, the action space of the neural network. The second reason is related to large
stopping sets. As we do not have any restrictions on the taken actions after initialization and
after the beginning of the training, the neural network could try some actions that include many
1 and a few zeros. This will lead to blocking many users in large stopping sets and ultimately,
they will have almost always a zero throughput and leads to a sparse network problem. One
solution to resolve such a problem is to force a penalty (negative reward), when the taken action
is not favorable, and also increase the number of learning episodes.
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Part II

Deep Sensing IRSA (DS-IRSA)

5 Introduction

One of the main roles of MAC protocols is to decide the transmission strategy of the connected
nodes. Given the limited network resources and the variable environmental conditions, the design
of efficient MAC protocols is one of the main challenges for current networks. The primary goal
of ML techniques applied to random access is to exploit communication resources such that
they provide the best possible connectivity for all demands. By definition of random access,
randomness will inevitably, sometimes, provide situations where decoding is not possible. But
we observe that if nodes had just a small amount of knowledge on how the other nodes intend
to transmit, the performance could be improved. In this part, our main idea is to introduce
some form of sensing between the nodes: active nodes not only transmit to the base station but
can also sense the channel in order to get information about the presence and the activity of
other transmitting nodes. This is in line with very common and popular methods from classical
random access, such as Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) [22, Section 4.4], and its numerous
generalizations [4]. A major question is now: how to design or adapt sensing to IRSA?

Motivated by a very recent work that exploits learning not just to learn the parameters, but
to learn the entire methods of interactions [23] or even entire programs, our initial goal is to learn
to interact, in the sense of learning a sensing protocol entirely through Deep Learning. Because
of the high complexity of this task, in this part, we mostly detail initial steps towards these goals
and provide some interesting results.

For that aim, we introduce Deep-Learning and Sensing-based IRSA (DS-IRSA), a new variant
of IRSA protocol which is based on sensing and that with optimizing through Deep Learning,
with a derivative of Deep-RC-IRSA. With sensing, our transmission scheme is composed of
two phases: a sensing phase, where active nodes send and attempt to sense short jamming
signals with the intent of interacting with other nodes and potentially performing some (weak)
form of coordination. Sensing is a generalization of carrier sense [4]. The second phase is as
classical IRSA, but each node will choose an adapted transmission strategy to send its replicas,
partly based on the information of the sensing phase. We use a Deep Reinforcement Learning
approach based on the DRL method Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [5]. Our obtained
results through learning show an excellent performance for short frame IRSA, compared to
classical IRSA [6]. Deep-IRSA [7] and Deep-RC-IRSA (from the previous part), but our results
are still for short and limited frame lengths.

6 System Model for Sensing-based IRSA (S-IRSA)

We introduce a version of IRSA with sensing (Sensing-based IRSA, S-IRSA). The main new
modifications to the basic IRSA system model are listed below:
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Transmission phase 
(regular slots with 

user replicas)

Sensing phase 
(minislots with

jamming bursts) 

Figure 7: Extended frame: minislots of a sensing phase followed by regular slots of a transmission
phase

• In classical IRSA and RC-IRSA, each active user decides on which slots it will transmit at
the beginning of each frame: either directly with a list of slots (RC-IRSA), or indirectly by
picking first a degree from a degree distribution and then picking several slots at random
accordingly (classical IRSA). In our proposed approach, we extend the usual frame of IRSA
by prefixing it with as phase of minislots, as represented in Fig. 7. We denote this phase
as the sensing phase. The sensing phase is followed by the IRSA transmission phase where
users will select their transmission strategies (i.e. the slots where each user will send its
replicas).

• The goal of the sensing phase is that users collect information about the environment by
only sensing the channel and optionally sending signals on the minislots. Then, they exploit
this extra information to attempt to synchronize and avoid collisions.

• In the sensing phase, on each minislot, a user decides to be either active or stay inactive. If
it is active on the minislot, it then sends a jamming signal for the duration of the minislot.
We denote these transmissions as jamming bursts. In the literature, as in [4], they use the
terms “black bursts”, “bursts”, “busy tones”, ..., etc. The behavior of one user, during the
entire sensing phase, can be summarized as a zero-one sequence, with one value for each
minislot.

• In the sensing phase, at each minislot: each user also senses the energy of the jamming
transmissions on the channel. In this work, we start with an idealized model, where 1) the
users are able to exactly measure the amount of energy of the simultaneously transmitted
jamming bursts, hence are able to exactly detect the number of transmitting users on the
minislot, 2) the users are operating in full-duplex mode, therefore, are fully able to sense the
channel while simultaneously transmitting a jamming burst, 3) they are able to complete
the sensing for one minislot, before they have to decide to transmit or not a jamming burst
for the next minislot. As a result of these assumptions, all nodes in the network share
a common knowledge: the outcome of the sensing phase that can be summarized by an
integer sequence, with one value for each minislot corresponding to the number of users
simultaneously transmitting a jamming burst on this minislot.

• In the transmission phase: the nodes operate as in an RC-IRSA frame, by transmitting
replicas of their data packets in the slots that they selected. The difference with RC-IRSA
is that their slots’ selection can be influenced by the collected information in the sensing
phase. Note that we do not assume that the users are doing any sensing during the
transmission phase itself.
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• As with IRSA, the BS listens to the signals of the transmission phase and decodes the
replicas of each user with SIC. We do not assume that the BS listens to the transmissions
during the sensing phase.

Note that there are additional variations of the sensing system model that we are not exploring
in this work:

• Half-duplex instead of full-duplex: with half-duplex, a user cannot sense the channel if they
transmit a jamming burst.

• Binary sensing: the user can only detect if at least one user is transmitting on the same
minislot, but it has no information about the number of transmitting users. This is the
assumption in many other works using jamming [4].

• Implicit sensing phase: instead of having an explicit sensing phase with minislots, the
system could adopt a frameless version, and each user could use energy measurements on
the (previous) IRSA slots.

• More precise energy model: instead of assuming that the received power is uniformly
identical for all users, a path-loss model could be adopted.

7 Insights on Exploiting Sensing Information and Design
Sensing-Based Protocols
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Figure 8: The general problem of IRSA with sensing

In this section, we discuss the general problem of introducing a sensing phase to IRSA and pose
the problem of how to exploit it in the best possible way. Fig. 8 shows the general problem
of IRSA with sensing: in the sensing phase, the users need to select their actions on each
minislot (transmit or not a jamming signal); then with the knowledge of their actions and the
observations of the energy on the channel (their sensing information), they have to decide a
transmission strategy (the sets of slots where they will transmit replicas). Finally, the classical
transmission of replicas is performed, and the BS decodes iteratively with SIC as for IRSA.

In our system model, the initial active users on a frame are actually undifferentiated. This is
because we are in a context of mMTC communication where active nodes are essentially a small
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Figure 9: A simple illustrative example of the sensing phase of S-IRSA with 4 users and 4
minislots

random subset of a very large set of devices and as a design choice, we assume that they have
an identical behavior (i.e. not dependent on a pre-defined node identifier for instance). Active
users start by interacting, sensing the channel, and collecting some information. This collected
information should be exploited to differentiate the users in order to enhance their transmission
strategies. This could be done, by taking some decisions about, for instance, the slots where
users send their replicas. The decision phase could be a specific algorithm or, as we opted, could
involve a neural network model.

7.1 Differentiation: A Simple Illustrative Example
To illustrate how might sensing help to improve performance, Fig. 9 shows a simple example of
the sensing phase of 4 users interacting on 4 minislots. In the example, user A is transmitting
jamming bursts on minislots 0 and 3, user B as well, etc. In our model, all the users have the
same information about the number of transmitters in each minislot through sensing. Indeed,
the sequence of observations on the minislots

(
3 1 1 3

)
is known by all users.

An arguably interesting idea would be to take advantage of this globally known information,
for instance, to help users to select some slots. We denote users who have transmitted alone a
jamming signal on some minislots as sole transmitters4. This is the case for users C and D. Then
observe that users C and D can fully be designated by the sentences “the sole transmitter on
minislot 1” and “the sole transmitter on minislot 2” respectively. We also denote the consequence
that they can be uniquely designated as being fully differentiated.

This differentiation can be exploited, for instance, by defining deterministic rules for slot
selections. Indeed, imagine the following convention:

• First, all minislots with sole transmitters are considered to be fully differentiated (by all
users).

4This is akin to the singletons in transmission phase with IRSA, but observe that SIC cannot be used in the
sensing phase.
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• Some slots of the transmission frame will be reserved for the exclusive use of those sole
transmitters: one slot for each of them. The transmission slots are reserved in the same
order as the minislots, i.e. the very first slot of the transmission frame will be reserved for
the first user who became a sole transmitter in the sensing frame.

• The remaining slots will be used by the remaining users, that have not been fully differ-
entiated. Quite naturally, non-differentiated users could use classical IRSA to compete for
the remaining slots in the transmitting frame.

In the example of Fig. 9, C is the first sole transmitter (minislot 1), D is the second one
(minislot 2), hence the rule would grant them respectively the first slot and the second slot of
the following transmission frame. A and B are never sole transmitters, hence they might use
classical IRSA: they select a degree, and then they randomly select some slots starting from slot
3 till the end of the transmission frame. This helps to improve performance.5

The entire example relies on the fact that some nodes are fully differentiated on some minis-
lots. A natural question arises, can other similar rules be established? And can users be partly
differentiated? The sensing phase contains some information that could be the source for differ-
entiation and could be translated into some kind of coordination between the users. The major
issue is to find the best exploitation of this collected information to create a kind of coordination
between users. Simultaneously, in the sensing phase, what is the best protocol for interacting
and selecting minislots for transmitting jamming bursts?

The entire random access literature (or at least the RA literature with sensing) constructs
protocols to achieve solutions for previous questions; however, these protocols are constructed
explicitly and IRSA is not considered. A current trend is to introduce machine-learning tech-
niques to automatically adapt protocols to different scenarios. In our case, using ML can offer
one decisive advantage: one might not need to specify which sensing information to use, how to
use it, and what is the best interaction in the sensing phase. Instead, one can envision automat-
ically learn to how to correctly interact and perfectly exploit sensing data. This is the ultimate
goal of our work in this part.

In the next section, we briefly show some examples of possible definitions of partial differen-
tiation to showcase the fact there are more options than just full differentiation.

7.2 Examples of Full Differentiation and Partial Differentiation

In this section, we first show how users can be fully differentiated. For the sake of the discus-
sion, we assume here that the minislot phase is arbitrarily large. We observe that the sensing
channel model of Section 6 is similar to the “collision channel with feedback” common in usual
random access (RA) and contention resolution algorithms (CRA) [22, 24]: the difference is that
a successfully transmitted packet in a RA protocol is here equivalent to be a sole transmitter.
From this perspective, a collision is equivalent to having two or more transmitters on the same
minislot. Hence, any classical slotted random access protocol can be easily transposed into a
sensing phase protocol, where users transmit jamming bursts instead of packets and repeat them
in case of “collisions” following the rule of a CRA.

In the case of an arbitrarily large sensing frame, each user will continue to interact until it
becomes a sole transmitter. With any sensible RA, in the end, all users will be fully differentiated.

5It is not immediately clear that the performance will be improved, but looking at Table 2, we see that without
sensing: with 4 users on 4 slots one expects to decode ≈ 2.06 of them, while with 2 users on 2 slots, the expectation
is ≈ 1.33. Thus, on the example, applying the proposed conventions, we expect to decode ≈ 2 (differentiated
users) + 1.33 (classical IRSA expected gain for 2 users competing for 2 slots) = 3.33 users, compared to ≈ 2.06
without sensing, a clear gain.
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Figure 10: An example of a splitting algorithm with 5 users A, B, C, D, E

Using the transmission slot allocation rule of Section 7.1, the transmissions in the transmission
frame follow a TDMA (Time-Division Multiple Access) schedule, and IRSA is not required. This
will maximize the efficiency of the transmission phase (no collision) but this will be at a cost of
a very large sensing frame.

It is also possible to introduce a clear definition of the concept of partial differentiation in
the case of specific protocols. Indeed, it is the case for some CRA algorithms, namely splitting
algorithms (also called tree algorithms) [22]. Bertsekas and Gallager describe them as follows [22,
Sec. 4.3.1]:

“The first splitting algorithms were algorithms with a tree structure. When a
collision occurs, say in the kth slot, all nodes not involved in the collision go into
a waiting mode, and all those involved in the collision split into two subsets (e.g.,
by each flipping a coin). The first subset transmits in slot k + 1, and if that slot is
idle or successful, the second subset transmits in slot k + 2. Alternatively, if another
collision occurs in slot k + L the first of the two subsets splits again, and the second
subset waits for the resolution of that collision.” [22, Sec. 4.3.1]

An example of the full operation of a splitting algorithm is represented in Fig. 10, with
five users A, B, C, D, E, and 11 slots. As shown in the figure, all the users are being fully
differentiated at the slot 11. Note that it is also possible to stop the algorithm before it ends, in
other words, if the number of slots is not sufficient to differentiate all users, the algorithm stops
before reaching the goal of differentiating all users.

One property of such algorithms is that the set of users that are in a collision on one slot is
always included in the set of users that were in collision in one same previous slot (or they have
never transmitted before). Using this property, it is then possible to designate users through the
last slot on which they have retransmitted and partition them into disjoint sets. In Fig. 10, for
instance, users could be put in separated sets as follows:

• After the end of slot 3, the partition is obtained from slots 2 and 3. Thus, it is: {A,B,C}, {D,E}.

• If we consider slot 9, users A,B and C are fully differentiated but not the two others, so
the partition is then: {A}, {B}, {C}, {D,E}
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Hence, at any point in time, users are always partitioned into clear subsets, so we can define
clearly the notion of “partially differentiated”. A fully differentiated user is a user that is only in
a subset of size 1, and a partly differentiated user is a user that is in a subset of size > 1. In the
case where all users still fall in only one set, they are still all undifferentiated.

Hence, it is possible to introduce partial differentiation through some specific sensing protocols
for S-IRSA. However, we do not know if it would be the best approach to improve the performance
of the transmission phase, nor how to best exploit the potential of this partial differentiation.
This is the motivation for adopting a machine learning approach to sensing protocols.

8 DS-IRSA: Deep Learning, Sensing-based IRSA

In this section, we present our approach to the version of IRSA with sensing, S-IRSA, that
has a sensing phase followed by a transmission phase. We use a DRL approach to optimize
its performance. In the next sections, we explain in detail the protocol design and how we
apply the DRL approach. Furthermore, we give a simple example to clarify the concept of user
differentiation.

8.1 DS-IRSA: Applying DRL to S-IRSA

DS-IRSA (Deep Learning, Sensing-based IRSA) is an approach that applies DRL to S-IRSA in
the same way as Deep-IRSA is a DRL approach to classical IRSA. It does this by extending
the DRL approach in Sec. 4.3, and by adding a sensing phase. A neural network model is used
to select actions. Details are provided later, but an overview of the actions in each phase is as
follows:

(a). The sensing phase, which consists of slots of small duration, is referred to as “minislots”,
where users can send jamming bursts. In DS-IRSA, we consider that each user, on each minislot,
will either transmit a jamming burst or not: this decision is taken by the neural network model.
Each user has also the capability to sense the channel and measure the total energy on the
minislot. The information gradually collected during the sensing phase is fed online to the
neural network model. The goal is that the model exploits the sensing information to introduce
some differentiation between users, and synchronizes the users for the IRSA transmission phase.
As discussed previously, a user could be differentiated at the sensing phase, if it has not collided
with any other user, and it is left to the model, to induce some kind of differentiation and to
exploit it.

(b). In the transmission phase, users have to select slots for IRSA transmission. This is done
by the same neural network model that now chooses the actions of active users based on the
sensing information. Each action is now a codeword of zeros and ones that specifies where the
user should send its replicas on the slots. Our model represents a policy (as it outputs actions)
and it is trained through a DRL Policy Gradient Method detailed in the next section.

8.2 Policy Gradient Methods

In this work, we use one of the policy gradient methods, Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [5]
to optimize our proposed IRSA variant (DS-IRSA). In this section, we explain in detail the
principles of PPO closely following its original description in [5]. Policy gradient methods [25]
are a type of RL techniques that relies upon optimizing parametrized policies concerning the
expected return (long-term cumulative reward) by gradient ascent. Other classical methods are
action-value methods, such as Q-Learning [25, Chap. 6], that learn the values of actions and then
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select actions based on their estimated action values. Policy gradient methods are not action-
value methods, and they learn a parameterized policy that can choose actions without a value
function and are trained typically with a variant of the Policy Gradient Theorem [25, Sect. 13.2].

In PPO, a value function is still used to learn the policy parameters, but its aim is only to
improve training convergence, and it is not directly involved in action selection. In the following,
we further explain the principles of PPO. In PPO, the policy denoted πθ, is a stochastic policy
that takes the observed state st from the environment and suggests an action at to take as an
output. It is given by a neural network model parametrized by a set of coefficients (weights) θ,
that determines the probability πθ (at |st) to select action at. During training, RL episodes are
run, and the stochastic gradient ascent is used to iteratively improve the policy. This requires
an estimator of the policy gradient from the sampling obtained through the episodes. The most
commonly used gradient estimator of the policy gradient is derived from the Policy Gradient
Theorem [25, Sect. 13.2] and has the form [5, Eq. 1]:

ĝ = Ê
[
▽θ log πθ (at |st) Ât

]
(5)

where Ât is an estimation of the value of the advantage function at time step t. The definition
and the value of Ât is the difference between the discounted long-term cumulative reward Rt up
to time step t, and the baseline estimate bs(t), that is an estimation of the expected return from
the time step t onwards. They define Ât as:

Ât = Rt − bs(t) (6)

The value of Ât reflects how much better was the impact of the taken action (this is given by
the cumulative reward Rt) based on the expectation of what normally should happen (bs(t)),
considering that we are in the state st.

In Trust Region Optimization (TRPO) Method [5], the log function in Eq. 6 is replaced
with the division by the old value of the policy πθold , and by adding a KL constraint. The KL
constraint is a measure of how the old policy is different from the updated policy, and it is added
to make sure that the updated policy does not move far away from the current policy, as follows:

maximize
θ

ĝ = Ê

[
πθ (at|st)
πθold (at|st)

Ât

]
(7)

subject to Êt [KL [πθ(.|st), πθold(.|st)]] ≤ δ (8)

The issue of the optimization with the TRPO method is that it adds extra overhead to the
optimization process, so additional modifications are required.

Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [5] is an online policy gradient algorithm which opti-
mizes the clipped surrogate objective (explained later in Eq. (9)). To understand the principle
of PPO, first, let us introduce rt(θ), which is simply the probability ratio between the newly
updated policy output and the output of the old version of the policy:

rt(θ) =
πθ(at|st)
πθold(at|st)

The central optimization objective behind PPO is the expectation operator of the minimum
of two functions: the normal policy gradient objective rt(θ)Ât and a truncated version of rt(θ)
between [1− ϵ, 1 + ϵ]:

LCLIP (θ) = Êt

[
min

(
rt(θ)Â(t), clip(rt(θ), 1− ϵ, 1 + ϵ)Â(t)

)]
(9)
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The term clip(rt(θ), 1− ϵ, 1 + ϵ)Â(t), modifies the surrogate objective by clipping the proba-
bility ratio, which removes the incentive for moving rt(θ) outside the interval (1− ϵ, 1 + ϵ). The
minimum of the clipped and unclipped objective is taken, so the final objective is a lower bound
(i.e., a pessimistic bound) on the unclipped objective. This means that the change in probability
ratio that would make the objective improve is ignored (when the advantage function is posi-
tive), and it is included only when it makes the objective worse (when the advantage function is
negative) (see [5], Fig. 1).

The final loss function that is used to train the neural network in PPO is as follows:

LCLIP+V S+S
t (θ) = Êt

[
LCLIP
t (θ)− c1L

V F
t (θ) + c2S [πθ] s(t)

]
(10)

where: LCLIP
t (θ) is the clipped PPO objective. c1L

V F
t (θ) is used to update the baseline bs(t),

which specifies how beneficial it is to be in a certain state or in other words, it computes the
expected return from the current state onwards. The intuition behind combining these two terms
in the same objective function is that the value estimate function shares some of its parameters
with the policy function. The last term c2S [πθ] s(t) is to guarantee that the agent does enough
exploration during the training process. c1 and c2 are coefficients, S denotes an entropy bonus
and LV F

t (θ) is s a squared-error loss of the value function
(
Vθ(st)− V targ

t

)2
.

In this chapter, we use the DRL algorithm PPO and its implementation by OpenAI and
others (stable baselines [26]). We chose this method as it has the stability and reliability of
trust-region methods.

In the next section, we describe our DRL application to DS-IRSA.

8.3 Learning Environment and DRL Architecture
The application of DRL is done according to the following principles:

8.3.1 The Environment

IRSA is recast in the DRL framework, it becomes a multiagent system, where each node is an
agent. The environment is the available physical resource, in this case, i.e., the channel, where
time is divided into two phases, a sensing phase and a transmission phase (see Fig. 7), and each
phase is divided to correspond to a sub-frame divided into slots or minislots. Every user interacts
with the environment by taking actions and receiving rewards. The training of both phases, the
sensing phase, and the transmission phase, is done simultaneously.

8.3.2 The Actions

The set of actions of an agent m ∈ M , is represented as Am, and it is essentially composed of
two parts:

• The sequence of actions in the sensing phase Asens.
m which has a length L, where L is the

total number of minislots. Each value of this vector is a zero if the agent does not transmit
a jamming signal, or a one if the agent transmits a jamming signal. In other words, the
action Asens.

m,t of an agent m is to transmit if Asens.
m,t = 1 at time t, or wait if Asens.

m,t = 0.

• The action of the transmission phase, Atrans.
m , which represents the selection of the slots

where the agent will transmit its replicas. In other words, the codeword selection:
si

∆
= (si[0], si[1], ..., si[N − 1]) for i = 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1 and N is the total number of slots.

si represents the choice of slots of the agent m on where it will transmit its replicas. The
agent m transmits on the slot t if and only if si[t] = 1
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Figure 11: One learning episode of DS-IRSA with agent A, agent B, ..., agent N

In our implementation, a single neural network is implementing the policy. In Fig. 11, we
show the action selection process during one episode. During the sensing phase, for each
agent m ∈ M and for each minislot i ∈ L, the neural network outputs an action Asens.

m,i

to be executed on the minislot i. Note that the output of the model is always composed
of two parts: Asens.

m and Atrans.
m , but only one of them is used, and the other is ignored

depending on the current phase.
Fig. 11 shows that, during the training of the sensing phase, actions in green rectangles
(the actions on the minislots Asens.

m ) are the only part of the action that is considered and
applied on each minislot i ∈ L separately, minislot by minislot. The second part of the
action (the actions on the slots Atrans.

m ), in red rectangles, is not used in the sensing phase.
On the other hand, in the transmission phase, the second part of the action (the actions
on the slots Atrans.

m ), which represents a codeword of zeros and ones is applied on all the
slots at the same time for all agents m ∈ M .

8.3.3 The States

The state of an agent m ∈ M is a combination of some observed values and with additional
random input values acting as entropy sources:

• The first component of the state is the observed energy on the minislots by the agent,
which is represented by a vector of length L of integer values between 0 and M . Recall
that L is the maximum number of minislots and M is the total number of agents.

• The second component of the state is the number (index) of the current minislot.

• The third component of the state is the actions that were taken by the user for previous
minislots.
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Figure 12: State computation of DS-IRSA
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Figure 13: Reward computation for DS-IRSA

• The fourth component of the state is a random vector of a fixed length ℓ. In our simulations,
we choose a vector of length ℓ = 10 that has random values between [0, 15]. It acts as an
entropy source to help the model output different codewords in the same state6.

In Fig 12, we show how the state is constructed.

8.3.4 The Reward

The reward: Let Rm be the reward that the agent m ∈ M obtains at the last time slot M .
The reward depends on the action of the agent m, Am(t) and other agents’ actions Am′(t). The
reward for the agent m is defined as:

Rm = PN (11)

where PN is the number of decoded packets at the end of the episode, after the slot N and the
iterative decoding at the BS, where N is the total number of slots in the frame. The discount
factor is set to 1. Fig. 13 shows the reward computation time. The reward is computed at the
end of the frame. Before the end of the frame, the reward is set to 0.

6observe that otherwise, with 0 minislots for instance, the model would output the same policy for all users,
which cannot be optimal. Using ℓ = 10 and values in {0, 1, . . . 15} is more than a sufficient number of entropy
sources so that this is no longer limiting the performance.
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Figure 14: An example of DS-IRSA: (a). none of the users have been identified during the sensing
phase. (b). all users have been identified during the sensing phase. (c). two out of three users
have been identified during the sensing phase.

8.4 An Example of Differentiating the Users Using DS-IRSA

Fig. 14 shows three possible scenarios of DS-IRSA of 3 users, 3 slots and 3 minislots.

Fig. 14.a shows the failure of fully differentiating any of the three competing users, as none
of these three users has succeeded to send a jamming burst in the sensing phase, without being
colliding with the two others. In this case, we might get only little (if any) extra information
from the sensing phase and the transmission phase, which can have close (or identical, it is an
open question) performance to the one of a classical IRSA transmission. Another extreme case is
shown in Fig. 14.b, where the three users have succeeded to be fully differentiated in the sensing
phase. In this case, a slot could be reserved for each of the three users (see also Section 7.2).
Note that as we employ SIC, more replicas could be sent, as Fig. 14.b shows in the transmission
phase. Slot 2 has been reserved for user C, slot 1 is also reserved for user B. Note that user C
can send other replicas (on slot 1 and slot 2) as its packet is assumed to be correctly removed
from its reserved slot 3. It is also the case of user B, who sends twice on slot 2 and on slot 1.

The third final illustrated case in Fig. 14.c shows an intermediate case where one user (user
A) is fully differentiated in the sensing phase and the two other users (users B and C) are not
differentiated since all their actions are identical. In this case, the sampling strategy outlined in
Section 7.2 prioritizes the differentiated user A by reserving him the slot 1. Users B and C have
no choice than competing to send on slots 2 and 3 as in the classical IRSA scenario, and they
cannot avoid the risk of collision with each other.
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9 A Mathematical Analysis of S-IRSA with 2 Users and 2
Slots

In this section, we provide a mathematical analysis of the performance of the case of S-IRSA
with 2 users and 2 slots and an arbitrary number of minislots. It will serve later as a benchmark
for DS-IRSA; the same reasoning could be applied for S-IRSA with more slots but still 2 users.
We do not have mathematical results for the cases with three users or more (which we believe
to be significantly more complex).

9.1 A Sensing Phase with One Minislot
We consider S-IRSA with 2 users competing for 2 slots with a sensing phase of only one minislot.
Adding one minislot in the sensing phase changes the problem as follows: assume that π0 is the
probability to send 0 in the minislot (i.e. to be inactive). The users could be differentiated, if
they send different bits7 on the minislot, (0, 1) or (1, 0), otherwise, they could be decoded with
a probability Ps =

2
3 as in the case without sensing (see Section 4.1 and Eq. (3)). Thus, we can

write the new success probability as follows:

Ps =
2

3

[
π2
0 + (1− π0)

2
]
+ 2π0 · (1− π0) (12)

Following the same approach in Eq. 1, gives an optimal value of π0 = 1
2 , which in turn

increases the probability of success to Ps =
5
6 . Note that, in this part, we express the throughput

as “the average number of decoded users” instead of the definition that is usually used with IRSA
analysis. In other terms, we express it in “decoded users/frame” instead of “decoded users/slot”.
The throughput is obtained from Ps and is:

T = N · Ps = 2 · 5
6
≈ 1.67 decoded users/frame

Note that in this specific case, adding a sensing phase of one bit helps to increase the through-
put by 23.8% compared to the case without sensing in Section 4.1.

9.2 A Sensing Phase with Two Minislots
In this section, we add another minislot to the sensing phase described in the previous section. We
also observe an important property for the case of two users: although each user should decide
minislot by minislot their action on the next minislot, there are only two possible outcomes:
either both users made the same choice of action, or they made a different choice of actions. In
the first case, the minislot cannot bring any differentiation, and the users can just ignore what
happened on the minislot. In the last case, one user is fully differentiated and as a consequence,
the other one as well: then it does no longer matter what are the next actions of the users – and
conversely, even if the users later ignore what happened on the minislot, they still would be fully
differentiated.

In both cases, both users can ignore the feedback from the previous minislot(s) and still
implement an optimal strategy. Thus, they can select their minislot transmission strategies at
the beginning of the minislot phase: in this case, we can denote their jamming burst transmission
strategy for the minislot phase as a “minislot codeword”.

The two users will have 2minislots = 22 possible minislot codewords to use in the sensing phase.
The users will not be differentiated if their activity in the sensing phase is represented by the

7Note that the nodes send jamming signals, but we use the term “bits" for the ease of explanation
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same minislot codeword, i.e., (00, 00) , (01, 01) , (10, 10) or (11, 11). There are 16−4 = 12 possible
combinations of minislot codewords that allow both users to be differentiated. Suppose that:
π00, π01, π10, π11 are the probabilities of using the minislot codewords: 00, 01, 10, 11 respectively.
The success probability is obtained by considering that if both users are fully differentiated it
will be 1, and if they are not, the minislot had been useless and the success probability will be
given by Eq. (3), i.e. 2

3 . Hence, it is given by the following equation:

Ps = 1−
(
π2
00 + π2

01 + π2
10 + π2

11

)
+

2

3
(π2

00 + π2
01 + π2

10 + π2
11) (13)

By using the method of Lagrange multipliers, we can find the probability to use each minislot
codeword such that we maximize the success probability:

L = 1−
(
π2
00 + π2

01 + π2
10 + π2

11

)
+

2

3

(
π2
00 + π2

01 + π2
10 + π2

11

)
− λ (π00 + π01 + π10 + π11 − 1)

∂L
∂π00

= −2π00 +
4

3
π00 − λ = 0

∂L
∂π01

= −2π01 +
4

3
π01 − λ = 0

∂L
∂π10

= −2π10 +
4

3
π10 − λ = 0

∂L
∂π11

= −2π11 +
4

3
π11 − λ = 0

∂L
∂λ

= π00 + π10 + π01 + π11 − 1 = 0

(14)
we get the following solution:

{
π00 = π01 = π10 = π11 = 1

4

}
. This solution gives a probability of

success Ps =
11
12 , and the throughput becomes:

T = N · Ps = 2 · 11
12

≈ 1.83 decoded users/frame

which has increased by 9.6%, compared to the throughput that we obtained in case of one
minislot in Sec. 9.1.

9.3 Generalization to a Sensing Phase with k Minislots

Let k be the number of minislots in the sensing phase. The number of possible minislot codewords
in the sensing phase is ω = 2k possible minislot codewords. We will compute the optimal
probability to use each minislot codeword such that the probability to fully identify and then to
decode both users is maximized.

Let us write the success probability for such a system:

Ps = 1 ·
[
1−

(
π2
0 + π2

1 + π2
2 + ....+ π2

ω−1

)]
+

2

3
·
ω−1∑
i=0

π2
i (15)
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By writing the Lagrangian and solving the associated equations:

L = 1 ·
[
1−

(
π2
0 + π2

1 + π2
2 + ....+ π2

ω−1

)]
+

2

3
·
ω−1∑
i=0

π2
i − λ

(
ω−1∑
i=0

πi − 1

)
∂L
∂π0

= −2π0 +
4

3
π0 − λ = 0

∂L
∂π1

= −2π1 +
4

3
π1 − λ = 0

. . .

∂L
∂πω−1

= −2πω−1 +
4

3
πω−1 − λ = 0

∂L
∂λ

=

(
ω−1∑
i=0

πi − 1

)
= 0

(16)

From the first ω equations, we deduce: π0 = π1 = ... = πω−1 = −3λ
2 . Using the last equation

(the ω + 1 equation), we compute λ = −2
3ω and this gives:

π0 = π1 = π2 = .... = πω−1 =
1

ω

The final success rate is given by :

Ps = 1 ·

[
1− (

ω−1∑
0

1

ω2
)

]
+

2

3

ω−1∑
0

1

ω2
= 1− 1

3

ω−1∑
0

1

ω2
= 1− 1

3ω
= 1− 1

3.2k
(17)

We deduce that adding a sensing phase before transmitting the packets in the scenario of
IRSA with 2 users and 2 slots leads to a significant improvement in the probability to decode
both users (the success probability), and the obtained throughput. The important question that
we answer in the next section: can we extend the same analysis to a scenario of IRSA with M
users and N slots?

10 Numerical Results
In this section, we present the obtained numerical results with DRL using our simulator. We
developed our own IRSA simulator written in Python. The simulations allow constructing frames
and generating user transmissions. IRSA iterative decoding is performed using a collision model
after which the decoding information is obtained (decoded users, throughput, etc.). For DRL,
we used OpenAI stable baselines. The neural network model implementing the policy (and the
baseline value function estimate) is used with the default parameters: it contains 2 layers of 64
neurons amounting to approximately 4000 weights.

The arrival of users in the system is fixed to M users per frame. Training is done in steps.
Each step accounts for an action taken by one user (agent). A full episode is completed when
all the agents take their final actions, which is the slot selection for the transmission phase, after
which the reward is calculated (the reward is zero at initialization and before the end of the
frame and discounting factor is set to γ = 1).

In Table. 3, we show the obtained throughput after applying our DRL approach DS-IRSA.
The two phases were trained simultaneously. Each value in the table represents a different
scenario of DS-IRSA where we varied the number of users and the number of slots. We obtain
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u/s 2 3 4 5 6
2 1.982 1.986 1.986 1.990 1.994
3 1.971 2.996 2.997 2.979 2.969
4 1.967 2.73 3.84 3.73 3.77
5 1.963 2.80 3.463 4.168 4.233
6 1.937 2.76 3.30 3.152 3.873

Table 3: The obtained throughput (expressed in terms of “average number of decoded users per
frame”) of DS-IRSA with 7 minislots using our DRL approach
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(c) DS-IRSA with 5 users and 5 slots

Figure 15: The impact of increasing the number of minislots in the sensing phase on the obtained
throughput of DS-IRSA

each value in Table. 3, by doing the average of 10 simultaneous simulations (training), after
recording the number of decoding users at each simulation. All the presented scenarios in the
table have 7 minislots in the sensing phase. We observe that DS-IRSA with 7 minislots is close to
the maximum throughput of 2 recovered users in the case of 2 competing users (the first row of
the table). DS-IRSA attains also almost the maximum throughput of 3 in the case of three users
competing for ≥ 3 slots. We also note that adding a sensing phase of 7 minislots to IRSA has
helped to increase the obtained throughput compared with the obtained values of throughput
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without sensing in Table 2 for all the studied scenarios. On the other hand, with sensing and
when the number of users is ≥ 4, the throughput starts to converge slowly, and we do not recover
all users. The reason is that the number of minislots that we used (7 minislots) is probably not
sufficient to synchronize all users during the transmission phase, so more collisions occur, and
not all users are recovered.

Fig. 15 shows the impact of increasing the number of minislots on the obtained throughput.
Note that the number of episodes in the training phase for all the scenarios of Fig. 15 is one million
for the Fig. 15a and 5 millions episodes for Fig. 15b and Fig. 15c. The figure shows that using more
minislots in the sensing phase helps to increase the obtained throughput towards achieving the
maximum performance of 1 [decoded user/slot]. In Section 9.3, it has been theoretically proven
that increasing the number of minislots in the sensing phase increases the achieved throughput
for DS-IRSA with 2 users, 2 slots, and k minislots which converges quickly towards the maximum
of 2. The DRL approach achieves a throughput of 1.98 for DS-IRSA with 2 users, 2 slots and 7
minislots in the sensing phase (Fig. 15.a). When studying a scenario of DS-IRSA with strictly
more than two slots and users, the DRL shows that using more minislots in the sensing phase
will increase the achieved throughput, but this increase towards the optimal throughput is not
always clearly observed as the convergence of the DRL approach is not guaranteed when the
number of slots and the number of users increase. In this case, extra minislots are needed when
the number of competing users increases, and this, in turn, increases the actions’ space and can
increase exponentially the complexity of the training.

In Fig. 15.b, using 7 minislots in the sensing phase, DS-IRSA achieves a throughput of
3.84 (average number of decoded users per frame) where using 10 minislots is increasing the
throughput up to 3.91. On the other hand, the obtained throughput for 5 users using 9 minislots,
in Fig. 15.c, is 4.68, which is still far from the maximum throughput. As the number of users
increase, the number of minislots needed to synchronize the users increases, which increases the
training complexity in terms of time and convergence stability.

Fig. 16 shows the convergence of the learning process of DS-IRSA for different scenarios. For
each scenario, we performed three different trainings with different seeds. Note that the training
starts by randomly initialized values for the weights of the neural network model, and each value
is different depending on the used seed. In Fig. 16a, the maximum throughput of 3 is quickly
reached, as the number of minislots is sufficient to find an optimized transmission strategy for the
3 competing nodes. On the contrary, in Fig 16b and Fig 16c, the learning convergence towards
the maximum throughput is slower as the number of competing users is larger in both cases. Note
that in both figures, Fig 16b and Fig 16c, the number of minislots and the number of learning
episodes were not sufficient to converge towards the maximum throughput of 6 and 7 users per
slot respectively. In the last two examples, the performance with 7 users and slots leads to a
lower absolute average number of decoded users par frame than with 6 users and slots, which is
somewhat unexpected and surely due to convergence issues. Additionally, checking the number
of minislots proportional to the number of slots and users, we also have the throughput of only
≈ 3.4 for 6 users, 6 slots, and 14 minislots, compared to Fig. 15a. Thus, experimentally, with the
current implementation and training procedure, adding more minislots to the sensing phase for
both scenarios will not guarantee convergence, as the problem of finding the optimal codebook
becomes more complicated. In the last two scenarios (Fig 16b and Fig 16c), the learning curves
seem to continue their increase slowly even at the end of the episodes. The continuation of the
training process could help to increase the obtained throughput, but at the cost of a long learning
time.

Finally, we represent the learned DS-IRSA protocol as a decision tree, following each observed
state (that includes past selected actions and past minislot observations). After the training
process is completed, we explore the actions selected by the trained model with DRL, depending
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(a) DS-IRSA convergence with 3 users and 3 slots and 7 minislots
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(b) DS-IRSA convergence with 6 users and 6 slots and 7 minislots
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(c) DS-IRSA convergence with 7 users and 7 slots and 7 minislots

Figure 16: The learning convergence of DS-IRSA for different scenarios
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Figure 17: A tree representation of the learned DS-IRSA protocol with Deep Reinforcement
Learning

on the state. Since there is a random vector as part of the input of the model, we perform an
average of the outputs with different random vectors (each such trial is denoted a simulation).
Fig. 17 shows a tree representation of the learned DS-IRSA protocol for 3 users competing for
3 slots and with 2 minislots in the sensing phase. The gray circles represent the observed state,
which is the previously taken action(s) (on the left) and the observed energy on the corresponding
minislots (on the right). For instance, “01|13”, has two parts, “01” for actions and “13” for
minislots. It means that the node has taken action 0 on the first minislot, followed by action 1
on the second minislot, while the observed energy at the end of the first minislot is 1, and the
observed energy at the end of the second minislot is 3. The implementation of PPO that we
are using, is associating a model that estimates the value function in addition to the model that
provides the policy (the actions), with shared layers. The colored circles represent the estimate
of the value function, and that is, an estimate of the expected cumulative returns value in the
given state. In our case, this corresponds to the reward, which is the number of decoded users.
The labels of the arrows between the circles represent the probability to take each action (to
send 0 or 1 on the slot, e.g “0 : 0.506” and “1 : 0.486” at the top, indicate a probability to send
a jamming burst with probability 0.486 and to stay silent with probability 0.506). The values in
Fig. 17 are taken as an average of 100 simulations. These represented values on the tree indicate
how the protocol behaves after it has been learned by the DRL approach.

In Fig. 18, we consider the same parameters as in Fig. 17, with 3 users, A, B and C, competing
for 3 slots. The sensing phase has 2 minislots. The scenario considered is represented in Fig. 18a

After the protocol has been learned via the DRL approach, we also what happens after the
sensing phase of this exact scenario: the codewords used in the transmission phase by the users.
Since we are using PPO, and because of the way our actions are designed, the model will output
the probability that each user takes action 1, i.e. transmit a replica, for each slot. Hence in
the considered scenario, the output is a vector of 3 probabilities, as represented by Fig. 19.
Also, because some source of entropy (random noise) is used as the input of the model, those
output probability vectors can vary depending on this random noise. Fig. 18b represents these
probability vectors for user A for 10 different simulations. Each simulation has been performed
by using the same trained model, with the same entry state, but changing the random entropy
vector (noise vector), as it is illustrated in Fig. 19. We can see from Fig. 18b that, user A, sends
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Figure 18: Scenario, and probabilities to send action a replica on each of the 3 slots for each of
the three competing users A,B and C in the scenario
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Figure 19: A tree representation of the learned DS-IRSA protocol with Deep Reinforcement
Learning

a replica with a probability 1 on slot 0, while it sends a packet with a probability ≤ 1 on the
slots 1 and 2. The other two users, user B and user C do not send packets on slot 0, i.e. p0 = 0
(Fig. 18c and Fig. 18d). This can be interpreted as the neural network model reserving the slot 0
for user A. User B and user C send a packet with a probability 1 on slot 2 and slot 1 respectively,
as it is shown in Fig. 18c and Fig. 18d. Note that the slot 1 is not “reserved” for user C, as user
A can still send on the second slot with p0 ≥ 0. Note also that, slot 2 is not reserved for user B
as both users A and C can send on this slot with p2 ≥ 0. Nevertheless, the packets of the three
users can be still always be decoded due to the decoding process with SIC, so collisions can be
resolved.

11 Conclusion

In this report, we aimed to optimize IRSA with small frame size scenarios. For that aim, we
divided the work into two parts:

In the first part of this report, we first mathematically presented the problem of optimizing
IRSA for small finite frame size and then, we optimized it through differential evolution. We
applied Deep Reinforcement Learning techniques to solve this problem. The results have shown
that our DRL approach, Deep RC-IRSA, attains the optimal values that we found through
differential evolution. More generally, our work provides a generic method to optimize IRSA and
its different variants, and importantly it is able to do that by selecting the slots instead of just
selecting the degree, which shed the light on potentially a much better way of optimization such
protocol. Our proposed method proves that it is a promising alternative to known methods in the
literature (differential evolution, density evolution, etc.), especially for some more complicated
variants of IRSA as IRSA with power diversity or IRSA with sensing. The main question that
we propose at the end of this part is, whether adding a sensing phase before IRSA transmission
could be useful and costly affordable to synchronize the nodes and avoid collisions. In this case,
can our DRL approach exploit sensing information and reach more than the optimal values we
found for classical short-frame IRSA? This will be addressed in the next part.

In the second part, we proposed a sensing protocol based on IRSA and trained with machine
learning to synchronize the nodes during the transmission and avoid collisions. For that aim,
we proposed DS-IRSA, Deep Learning Sensing-based IRSA protocol which is composed of two
phases: a sensing phase, where the nodes can sense the channel and send short jamming signals,
followed by a classical IRSA transmission phase. We use the DRL algorithm PPO and one of
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its implementations (by OpenAI and others, “stable baselines” [26]) to optimize its performance.
Our proposed protocol has shown an excellent performance to achieve an optimal performance
of almost 1 [decoded user/slot] for small frame sizes (≤ 5) slots and with enough minislots. Our
proposed protocol has also been shown to achieve higher throughput than classical IRSA protocol
or other optimized IRSA variants through deep learning. The problem of optimizing DS-IRSA
with our DRL approach becomes more complicated in terms of stability and learning time when
the size of the frame increases, e.g. beyond 6 or 7 users and slots for a million training episodes.
Future work could be to optimize the learning approach to reduce the learning complexity for
larger frame sizes.
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